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Armed with her dreams of changing the world and eight weeks of training, Kay 
quits her corporate job to teach English in a Chicago public high school. She 
arrives to find that the copy machine, the system, and the spirits of her fellow 
teachers are all broken. Or are they? A dark comedy of academic intrigue, 
Principal Principle takes a peek at the politics behind the closed doors of the 

 
 

s as 
a Chicago Public School teacher. Ultimately, Principal Principle explores the 
question: how does a teacher succeed within a broken system?  
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 Joe Zarrow is a playwright and actor. Stage 
Left Theatre presented his gentrification 
farce The Pigeons in the Downstage Left 
reading series before it was produced by 
Walkabout, and his short play Everythingaoke 
recently premiered in LiveWire's VisionFest. 
Recent Chicago performances have included 
Unwilling and Hostile Instruments, State & 
Madison: The Grid in The Chicago Landmark 
Project, and Lies & Liars (Theatre Seven of 
Chicago), Bulrusher (Congo Square), Arcadia 
(New Leaf), Amuse Bouche (Pavement 
Group), Bottom in  
(Sankofa), Walk Two Moons (Adventure 
Stage), and 200 Funny Things 
(Collaboraction). Joe is an Artistic Associate 
of both Theatre Seven of Chicago and 
Pavement Group, and he serves as Pavement 
Group's Literary Director. Joe was a full-time 
English teacher for seven years, the last four 
of which were with Chicago Public Schools. 
Joe is a graduate of Brown University and 
NYU, and in 2014 Joe will attend the School 
at Steppenwolf.  
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 Stage Left Theatre / Theatre Seven of Chicago - World Premiere  2014 
 Brown/Trinity Playwrights Rep - Developmental Production  2012 
 Acadiana Repertory Theatre New Works Festival - Reading  2012 
 Theatre Seven of Chicago - Reading  2012 
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"There are very few excellent plays about public education. This is one."  

- Chris Jones, Chicago Tribune 
 

" ★★★★ This clear-eyed glimpse into the teachers' lounge makes hearty 
laughs part of an all too relevant lesson plan."  

- Kris Vire, Time Out Chicago 
 

"Nails the issues with an ideal mix of stinging satire and abiding sadness. 
Highly recommended."  

- Hedy Weiss, Chicago Sun-Times 
 

"Former public school teacher Joe Zarrow achieves something remarkable...an 
entertaining play about education that re-creates all the quirks and craziness 
of modern education without lapsing into either cynical hopelessness or 
Hollywood-style superteacher fantasies. His dialogue feels authentic, and his 
characters are flawed but likable human beings, not mouthpieces for this or 
that ideology."  

- Jack Helbig, Chicago Reader 
 

"Engaging, intelligent, and important. Highly recommended."  

- Peter Thomas Ricci, Chicago Theater Review 
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From goldstar.com user reviews 
 

Excellent play. A very timely portrayal of 
standardized testing programs and 
inner-city teachers who are bound by 
them. The kind of play that will get you 
thinking. Highly, highly recommended. 
 
Interesting and entertaining;; a MUST 
SEE for any CPS teacher! 

 

 

 

 

If you are or ever have been a 
teacher, you will love how realistic 
this is.  
 
Well-written play. Well-developed 
characters. Intelligent, funny, 
amusing, and entertaining! Highly 
recommended. 
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